Docetaxel for non-small-cell lung cancer harboring the activated EGFR mutation with T790M at initial presentation
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Abstract: A 72-year-old woman was referred to our hospital with Stage IV non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Chest computed tomography revealed a mass in the upper lobe of the right lung, with pleural effusion. Cytologic examination identified adenocarcinoma cells in the right pleural effusion. Furthermore, both a deletion mutation in exon 19 and a threonine–methionine substitution mutation at position 790 in exon 20 (T790M) were detected in the epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR) in the malignant cells. As systemic chemotherapy consisting of carboplatin and pemetrexed or erlotinib proved ineffective, docetaxel monotherapy was initiated as a third-line treatment. Following salvage chemotherapy, her Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status improved from 3 to 1, with tumor regression over 5 months. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of successful docetaxel treatment for a patient with NSCLC harboring the T790M EGFR-activating mutation identified before treatment with EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors.
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Introduction
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene mutation status is critical for predicting the clinical outcome of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapy in patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Inhibition of EGFR activity improves treatment efficacy in patients with NSCLC harboring EGFR-activating mutations. EGFR–TKIs such as gefitinib or erlotinib attain a response rate of approximately 70% and progression-free survival of 9–13 months, although subgroups of patients experience long-lasting remission.¹² Use of EGFR–TKIs as a first-line treatment in patients with advanced NSCLC harboring EGFR mutations improved progression-free survival with acceptable toxicity, compared with standard chemotherapy. EGFR–TKIs are currently considered a standard first-line treatment for this disease entity.³⁴⁻⁶ However, these tumors eventually develop resistance to EGFR–TKIs, possibly as a result of a secondary threonine–methionine substitution mutation at position 790 in exon 20 (T790M), MET amplification, or hepatocyte growth factor overexpression in relapsed tumors.⁷ At least half of the tumors that develop TKI resistance harbor a primary T790M EGFR mutation.⁷ However, multiple mechanisms underlie acquired EGFR–TKI resistance, and genetic heterogeneity of EGFR at each tumor site also contributes to the acquisition of drug resistance.⁸⁹

At present, it is a standard practice in cases of acquired EGFR–TKI resistance to switch to conventional cytotoxic chemotherapy.⁷ An effective chemotherapeutic...
agent after acquisition of the T790M mutation and TKI resistance has yet to be established. In Japan, acquisition of the T790M mutation was reportedly associated with good clinical outcome. The reason for this result remains unclear; one explanation is that NSCLC cells that have acquired the T790M mutation show slower tumor growth than parental cells. Alternatively, some chemotherapeutic agents might have greater impact than others on this disease entity.

Differences have been reported between a T790M mutation that emerges after EGFR–TKI treatment and pretreatment T790M, suggesting that they are genetically distinct diseases. In the IRESSA Pan-Asia Study (IPASS) study, eleven treatment-naïve patients had an exon 20 T790M mutation: four had coexisting exon 19 deletions and three had coexisting L858R mutations. Three out of five patients with T790M mutations who received gefitinib attained a partial response (all three responders also had exon 19 deletions).

Thus, EGFR–TKIs are suitable for NSCLC with a T790M mutation that coexists with activating mutations, such as exon 19 deletions or exon 21 point mutation. However, the effect of cytotoxic chemotherapy on NSCLC harboring both the pretreatment T790M and EGFR-activating mutations is unclear. We aimed to select an effective chemotherapeutic agent based on EGFR status, taking pre- or post-treatment T790M emergence into consideration. Here we present a case of successful treatment using single-agent docetaxel in a patient with NSCLC harboring both the pretreatment T790M and exon 19 deletion mutations.

Case presentation
A 72-year-old Japanese woman was referred to our hospital for treatment of NSCLC. One month earlier, she consulted another clinic with an intractable cough, hematemesis, and 10% body weight loss in the preceding 6 months. Her Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (PS) was 1. She had no history of smoking. Chest computed tomography (CT) revealed a pulmonary mass in the upper lobe of the right lung, with pleural indentation and massive pleural effusion (Figure 1A). Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain detected no evidence of metastasis, but a metastatic liver tumor was detected by abdominal CT (Figure 1B). Levels of the serum tumor markers carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA19-9) were elevated (CEA: 11 ng/mL, reference value: <5 ng/mL; CA19-9: 1747 ng/mL, reference value: <39 ng/mL). Bronchoscopic and cytologic examination of the right pleural effusion revealed poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (Figure 2A). The patient was diagnosed with advanced NSCLC (T2aN2M1b, Stage IV). The T790M EGFR mutation in exon 20 and an in-frame deletion in exon 19 were detected in tumor cells from the right pleural effusion using the peptide nucleic acid–locked nucleic acid polymerase chain reaction clamp (PNA-LNA PCR clamp) method (Figure 2B).

The patient received systemic chemotherapy consisting of carboplatin and pemetrexed. Chest CT after three cycles of chemotherapy showed disease progression with a PS of 2. Subsequently, she was treated with erlotinib. However, she complained of chest and abdominal pain and her PS deteriorated to 3 during the second-line treatment. Then, we examined her using a chest CT at day 14 of the treatment of EGFR–TKI. The chest CT scan at day 14 after EGFR–TKI initiation revealed multiple liver metastases, increased right pleural effusion.

Figure 1 (A) Chest CT revealed a mass in the right upper lobe, with pleural effusion. (B) Abdominal CT revealed a low-density lesion in the liver.

Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.
enlargement of multiple metastatic liver tumors, and atelectasis of the middle lobe (Figures 3A and S1).

Although her PS deteriorated to 3, she wished to undergo further chemotherapy. Docetaxel monotherapy was initiated as salvage chemotherapy. A chest CT after two and four cycles of this treatment (Figure 3B and C) revealed tumor regression and decreased right pleural effusion. No hematologic or nonhematologic toxicities of Grade 2 or higher were observed. Her disease continued to be stable, with an improved PS of 1, for 5 months, until multiple metastatic brain tumors were detected. Her PS deteriorated to 3, and finally, she decided against receiving further chemotherapy. Two months after chemotherapy discontinuation, she died as a result of multiple brain metastases, which progressed despite brain irradiation.

**Discussion**

In the survival analyses of two randomized Phase III studies, there was no statistically significant difference between gefitinib and docetaxel as salvage treatments for NSCLC with EGFR-activating mutations. Docetaxel significantly improved progression-free survival and response rate compared with erlotinib in patients with wild-type EGFR. Meanwhile, patients with NSCLC harboring the Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog mutation did not respond to docetaxel monotherapy. This suggests that effective chemotherapeutic drugs for NSCLC should be sought according to the mutation status of driver oncogenes. It has been recently demonstrated in vitro that NSCLC cell lines that acquired EGFR–TKI resistance were also resistant to chemotherapeutic drugs. However, the efficacy of anticancer agents for such resistant tumors has not been investigated by clinical trials. Hence, we considered it important to report the effectiveness of chemotherapeutic drugs in a patient with NSCLC harboring the pretreatment T790M and EGFR-activating mutations.

**Figure 2**

(A) Adenocarcinoma cells were evident in the right pleural effusion. TTF-1 was detected on tumor cell surfaces by immunohistochemical staining. (B) Tumor cells from the right pleural effusion harbored both a pretreatment T790M EGFR mutation in exon 20 and in-frame deletions in exon 19.

**Note:** This result was obtained using the PNA-LNA PCR clamp method.

**Abbreviations:** EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; PNA-LNA PCR, peptide nucleic acid-locked nucleic acid polymerase chain reaction; T790M, threonine–methionine substitution mutation at position 790 in exon 20; TTF-1, thyroid transcription factor-1.

**Figure 3**

(A) Chest CT before docetaxel monotherapy revealed atelectasis of the right middle lobe, with right pleural effusion. (B) Chest CT revealing tumor response after two cycles of docetaxel. (C) Chest CT revealing tumor response after four cycles of docetaxel.

**Abbreviation:** CT, computed tomography.
The pretreatment T790M mutation is considered to be present in tumor cells before EGFR–TKI treatment in a subpopulation of individuals. Historically, pretreatment T790M mutation-positive patients were detected by widely used and highly sensitive methods such as the PNA-LNA PCR clamp or Scorpion Amplified Refractory Mutation System methods, with an analytic sensitivity of approximately 0.1%–1.0%. These patients demonstrated a shorter EGFR–TKI response duration. However, pretreatment T790M mutation analysis by Fujita et al revealed a prolonged EGFR–TKI response duration in patients with NSCLC harboring an EGFR-activating mutation. They also showed that the pretreatment T790M mutation could be detected at a frequency of 79%, using a supersensitive, modified colony hybridization (CH) technique with an analytic sensitivity of approximately 0.01%. In their report, patients with strong positivity reported a significantly longer time to treatment failure compared with those with modest positivity or lacking the T790M mutation. Detection of patients harboring the pretreatment T790M mutation has greatly improved with the development of the modified CH technique. A prospective clinical study that investigates the efficacy of docetaxel in treating this disease entity is now warranted. However, the CH technique is not considered an optimal method to detect EGFR mutations in clinical settings. Thus, based both on previous clinical reports and our experience of this case, through widely used methods, we inferred that the pretreatment T790M mutation was associated with shorter progression-free survival after EGFR–TKI therapy.

Since 2000, several large-scale clinical trials have been conducted to determine the standard chemotherapy regimen for the second-line treatment of advanced NSCLC that has relapsed or progressed after platinum-based chemotherapy. Docetaxel monotherapy was the first US Food and Drug Administration-approved chemotherapy regimen for this disease entity. Furthermore, both pemetrexed and docetaxel were recommended as standard second-line treatments for advanced NSCLC since 2004. However, from the perspective of recent developments in molecular classification, we suggest an investigation of the efficacy of docetaxel and pemetrexed for NSCLC according to the EGFR classification, we suggest an investigation of the efficacy of second-line chemotherapy. Food and Drug Administration-approved chemotherapy regimen for the second-line treatment of advanced NSCLC since 2004. However, during the clinical course of treatment for our patient, docetaxel was effective, contrary to our pretreatment expectations. To the best of our knowledge, our case is the first clinical report describing the efficacy of docetaxel monotherapy for NSCLC harboring both the T790M EGFR mutation in exon 20 and another EGFR-activating mutation. We think that further demonstrations of the results of this case report are necessary in a larger patient cohort. In addition, we understand that more data are needed before this strategy can be widely accepted. We expect that new and targeted agents for the treatment of patients such as in our case will be available in the near future.
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Figure S1 (A) Chest CT just before erlotinib monotherapy. (B) Abdominal CT just before erlotinib monotherapy revealed multiple liver metastases. (C) Chest CT at day 14 of erlotinib monotherapy. Pulmonary small nodules of right lower lobe appeared (arrowhead). (D) Abdominal CT at day 14 of erlotinib monotherapy revealed enlarged liver metastases (arrowhead).

Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.